2112 Veintiunodoce
01-Un día
02-Obstinado
03-Aire
04-Surcos
05-Perder el norte
06-El viento del riesgo
07-Vacío
08-Incompleto
09-Dioses de sal
10-Hora zero
11-Entre el miedo y la tristeza
12-Su nombre

CUARTO OSCURO
“2112 Veintiunodoce”
Not so long ago, the Navarrese CUARTO OSCURO surprised and convinced us with their album "Rosas
Doradas", discovering a powerful metal rock band in which the intimate lyrics accompanied by melodic
voice acquired a basic importance. From that album we listened to remember the songs like
"Camaleónica", "Fácil de Amar" or the bold adaptation of the classic from La Union "Sildavia".
Since then CUARTO OSCURO have not stopped acting, being probably one of the most active bands in
our catalog, which has contributed to his followers today have multiplied and are demanding a new
album release in the band.
More consolidated, more experienced, more professional if possible and as in the rock scene is not lived
in the past, had to do a new album, and here it is ....

“2112 VEINTIUNODOCE” & “DIOSES DE SAL”
An album that will finish to convince addicts most current rock and metal that has been chosen as the
theme of submission to "DIOSES DE SAL", a topic that once again the importance fandamental letters
come to accompany a chorus, of which you are embedded in the gray matter. From "DIOSES DE SAL"
the group has made a music video will soon see on TV and YouTube.

CUARTO OSCURO and their unespected versions
If you were wondering if this time would dare to include a cover, then yes, they have dared and have to
listen hard to know who this time, I can assure you it will surprise you and you have to stop assuming
that any other band can do it, few if any dare with this challenge and it would come out more than "airy"
.... Immediately after the start of the disk, start a tour that will take them to begin to Ponferrada, Autol,
Gijón, Badajoz, Madrid, Santander, Zaragoza, Barakaldo, Bordeaux, Madrid again, Tarragona, Rivas
Vaciamadrid, Pamplona and for the third after Madrid, etc ...
CUARTO OSCURO are: Luisja at bass & voice, Oscar guitar & voices, Txiki guitar & voices & Fran at
drums.

promo@psm-music.com

loscuartooscuro@hotmail.com

www.psm-music.com

www.cuartooscuro.es
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